[Genetic changes in chronic lymphocytic leukemia].
Chronic B-cell leukemias (CLL) are characterised by a striking cytogenetic signature composed of multiple recurrent chromosomal imbalances involving specific chromosomal regions i.e. 13q, 11q, 12q, 17p et 6q (decreasing order of frequency). These chromosomal aberrations may be found in up to 80% of the cases either as isolated or associated anomalies. They can also appear during the course of the disease suggesting their secondary nature. Furthermore, and at variance with other B-cell proliferations like lymphomas or myelomas, balanced translocations involving immunoglobulin (Ig) gene locus are rare. In addition to their interest in patient diagnosis and follow-up, these tumour-specific genetic markers also harbor important prognostic significance : isolated 13q deletions correlate with prolonged survival whereas both 17p and 11q partial deletions are independent predictors of rapid disease progression and short survival times in multivariate analyses. Genetic analyses as well as the first transcriptome studies of CLL reveal 1) a common mechanism of transformation and/or cell of origin, 2) the existence of at least two prognostic subgroups based on Ig mutational status.